The kEy to ouR traNsmeDia StoRy worLd
Just who wants the spotlight the most. The clue lies in
Della’s blogs - towards the end of 2015, perhaps…

Time is a big feature of the show. To go back in
time and see some of the Midnight Sun’s past, click
on the EVENTS IN from ‘Events” section, back track
to the last few months of 2014 and explore.

Slice them ﬁnely!
The knife is more than just a
tool, more than just a weapon.
It’s an idea. And ideas can be
very dangerous. Jay’s blog will
show you just how dangerous.
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Pay close attention to Jay’s
text exchanges with his
friend Ben, there are clues to
his relationships and what
he’s really after at Midnight
Sun.

Chop! Chop! Chop!
Someone has the hatchet buried
in new bar boy’s back. For a thinly
veiled view - read about the ideas
for a new musical of her own.

#SsLaZarUs

One of our characters
likes the odd glass of
vino. Look for details
of their ‘herstory’
hidden behind the
signs to Vegas!

So there are hidden treats all
across the #SSLazarus storyworld. Try looking at some of the
old bands that used to play at
Midnight Sun in 2013 for a very
special cover version of a pop
classic. And of course in Jay’s
blog there are links to his own
music as well as to his cover of
an 80s hit. Not one to miss out of
course Della has kindly shared
some of the musical sketches to
her show King of Cupid Town

Love is in the air, but love is
seldom what it seems. Jay’s
persuasions are clearly of a
certain ‘ilk’ as you can see by
scrolling through his blog, but it’s
in the pages of Midnight Sun that
you’ll learn of deeper heartache
from bar owner Daniel
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